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ABSTRACT A theoretical model of the gramicidin A channel is presented and the
kinetic behavior of the model is derived and compared with previous experimental
results. The major assumption of the model is that the only interaction between ions
in a multiply-occupied channel is electrostatic. The electrostatic calculations indicate
that there will be potential wells at each end of the channel and, at high concentra-
tions, that both wells can be occupied. The kinetics are based on two reaction steps:
movement of the ion from the bulk solution to the well and movement between the
two wells. The kinetics for this reaction rate approach are identical to those based on
the Nernst-Planck equation in the limit where the movement between the two wells is
rate limiting. The experimental results for sodium and potassium are consistent with
a maximum of two ions per channel. To explain the thallium results it is necessary to
allow three ions per channel. It is shown that this case is compatible with the electro-
static calculations if the presence of an anion is included. The theoretical kinetics
are in reasonable quantitative agreement with the following experimental measure-
ments: single channel conductance of sodium, potassium, and thallium; bi-ionic po-
tential and permeability ratio between sodium-potassium and potassium-thallium; the
limiting conductance of potassium and thallium at high applied voltages; current-
voltage curves for sodium and potassium at low (but not high) concentrations; and the
inhibition of sodium conductance by thallium. The results suggest that the potential
well is located close to the channel mouth and that the conductance is partially limited
by the rate of going from the bulk solution to the well. For thallium, this entrance
rate is probably diffusion limited.
INTRODUCTION
In the first paper (Levitt, 1978) it was shown how the electrostatic energy profile of an
ion in a membrane channel could be calculated. The most important aspect of these
calculations is that they can be used to determine the electrostatic interaction between
ions if there is more than one ion per channel. Because it is probable that the dominant
interaction is electrostatic, these calculations can be used to predict the kinetic be-
havior of multiply occupied channels. The purpose of this paper is to examine the
theoretical behavior of multiply-occupied channels on the basis of the assumption that
the only interaction between ions is electrostatic. These theoretical results will then
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be compared with the experimental conductance and bi-ionic potential data for the
graiuicidin channel.
It is now apparent that the kinetic behavior of the gramicidin channel is compli-
cated. The clearest indication of this complexity is demonstrated by the behavior of
thallium. Thallium has a single channel conductance vs. concentration curve similar to
potassium and sodium, reaching a maximum conductance at concentrations of about
1 M. If it is assumed that there is at most one ion per channel than it can be shown
from a rather general model that thallium should have an affinity constant in the chan-
nel of about 0.3 M (LAuger, 1973). However, Neher (1975) found that very low thal-
lium concentrations (2 mM) could partially block the sodium conductance. This
strongly suggests that thallium must also have a high affinity site either in or very near
the pore and that at high concentrations at least two ions per channel must be involved.
Recently, Eisenman et al. (1976) and Sandblom et al. (1977) have carried out detailed
investigations of the kinetic behavior of thallium and potassium in the gramicidin
channel. They have confirmed the previous results and pointed out some new com-
plexities. To explain these results, they have proposed a rather complicated model
that involves four binding sites (two at each end). They assumed that the exchange
between the binding sites and the bulk water was fast and that the rate-limiting step
was an energy barrier in the center of the membrane. If the size of this barrier were
arbitrarily varied as a function of the number of sites occupied and the type of ion,
then most of the experimental observations could be explained. It will be shown in this
paper that these data can be equally well explained by a simple physical model in
which only electrostatic interactions between ions are assumed.
Recently, Hladky et al. (1978) have examined the Na+ and K+ experimental results
for gramicidin with a model similar to the one proposed here. Also, a similar type of
model has been used previously in analyses of the theoretical behavior of the sodium
channel (Heckman et al., 1972; Hille, 1975a; and Chizmadjev and Aityan, 1977).
The kinetic description is based on the free energy diagram shown in Fig. 1: U(x) is
a qualitative estimate of the local free energy of interaction between the ion and the
wall (relative to the bulk solution) and E(x) is the electrostatic energy calculated in the
first paper (Levitt, 1978) for a pore that contains one ion. The energy is in units of
kT(T = 3000K). It can be seen that there is a well or minimum in the total energy pro-
file (E + U) where there should be a high probability of finding the ion. The exact
position of this well depends on the shape of U(x) but it should be near the pore ends.
Unless otherwise noted, it will be assumed that the well is 1 A from each end. The
kinetics for this system can be generally described in terms of two reaction steps. The
first is the movement between the bulk solution and the well. This reaction may be
limited by the rate of partial dehydration or exchange with water or it may be diffu-
sion-limited. The second reaction is the movement across the membrane from one well
to the other. This rate is determined by the size of the energy barrier and the local
mobility in the channel. The wiggles in the U(x) line represent the local free energy
barrier encountered by the ion as it moves from one binding site to the next in the pore.
The size of these wiggles determines the local mobility.
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FIGURE 1 L~ocal free energy of interaction between ion and channel wall relative to bulk solution
(U), electrostatic energy (E), and total energy (E + U) as a function of distance of ion from left
end of channel. The dashed lines indicate the position of channel ends.
It was shown in the first paper that the interaction between the first two ions in the
channel may be small so that one would expect to find two ions per channel at high
bulk concentrations. The kinetics for the case where there is a maximum of two ions
per channel will be examined in section I. It will be shown that the conductance and
bi-ionic potential data for sodium and potassium can be satisfactorily described by
this case. To explain the thallium results it is necessary to consider the case where there
is a maximum of three ions per channel. This case will be examined in section II.
I. Maximum ofTwo Ions Per Channel (Sodium and Potassium)
A useful way to describe the model is in terms of the following state diagram (for the
case where there is only a single cation present with activities c, and c2 in the left-
and right-hand solutions, respectively):
(I) P0 k3e-",/2 k3ef12 P2
The channel can be in four different states with probability P: empty of cations (PO);
an ion in the left well (PL); an ion in the right well (PR); and both wells occupied
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(P2). The kinetics are determined by the transition probabilities between the different
states. For example, the probability of going from P0 to PL is cl k' PO; and from PL to
PR is k3 exp (i//2), where k' and k3 are specific rate constants and 1P (= F/I/RT) is the
dimensionless potential across the membrane. Hladky et al. (1978) have assumed in
their model that the entrance (k') and exit (k-') steps are also potential dependent.
This adds several additional variables to a model that already has an excess of adjust-
able parameters. In this paper, it will be assumed, as a first approximation, that the
wells are so close to the ends of the channel that there is no significant potential dif-
ference between the well and the bulk solution, so that the only step that is potential-
dependent is the rate of crossing the membrane. This is a reasonable assumption be-
cause one would expect the well to be within 1 or 2 A of the channel end because of the
steep rise of the electrostatic barrier (Fig. 1). Following the usual procedure in reaction
rate theory, the rate in the presence of the applied potential has been written in terms
of the rate in the absence of the potential (k3) times the exponential of the difference
in the applied potential between the peak of the barrier in the center of the membrane
(i,/2) and the well (= 0). (It was shown in the first paper that the applied potential
gradient in the pore was linear.) A more physical approach can be used if the reaction
at the channel ends is very fast compared with the rate of crossing the membrane.
Then, the kinetics can be derived from the Nernst-Planck equation by assuming that
the ion at the end stays in equilibrium with the bulk solution as the other ion crosses
the membrane. This limit is analyzed in the Appendix, and it is shown that even
though the ends are in equilibrium, there is still interaction between ions if the channel
is multiply occupied. This approach has not been examined further because the experi-
ments indicate that there is partial limitation at the channel ends.
The ion flux through the channel in diagram I is:
J = k3(PLe412 - PRe"#/2). (1)
This equation assumes that the ion can only cross the membrane if the other well is un-
occupied. This means that although the probability of jumping across the membrane
may be low, when an ion does jump its velocity is fast compared with the rate of leav-
ing the channel end. Otherwise, it would be necessary to allow the movement of the
ion across the membrane to displace the ion at the other end. The flux is obtained by
solving the state diagram for the probability of being in the different states and then
substituting into Eq. 1.
CHANNEL CONDUCTANCE The conductance is measured with identical solu-
tions on both sides of the membrane (c, =C2 = c). The final expression for the flux
for this case is (see Appendix, Eq. 4A (k6 k2, k-6 = k-2) and Eq. 6A):
= ck3(k-' + ak2)(e /2 - e -4/2)
[k-' + k3(ev/2 + e-0/2) + ak2](KI + 2a + a2/K2)
K, = k-'/k'; K2 = k2/k2, (2)
where K, and K2 are the dissociation constants for the first and second ion. In this
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section only the concentration dependence of the conductance will be examined, and it
will be assumed that the measurements were made in the limit of zero-applied po-
tential. This assumption is valid because the experiments were made in a potential
range where the conductance did not differ significantly from this limit (Hladky and
Haydon, 1972).
Because there are five adjustable parameters in Eq. 2, it is not surprising that the ex-
perimental data can be fit. However, the range of the allowed values becomes much
more limited when the conductance results are combined with the results from other
experiments (see below). One of the parameters will be removed by assuming that the
difference between the two equilibrium constants K, and K2 is due entirely to the
difference in the rate of entering the channel:
KI/K2 = k2/k'. (3)
This is an arbitrary assumption made to simplify the analysis. The data can be fit just
as well if it is assumed that the exit and entrance steps are symmetrically affected by
the second ion. With this assumption, the conductance can be written in dimensionless
form in terms of two parameters (in the limit of zero potential):
G= (RT/F2)G0/k3 = lim J/(k¾3,t);c' = c/Kl,A = K2/K,
C,3
[I + 2/(B + Bc'/A)][I + 2c' + c12/A] B = k-l/k (4)
where G' and c' are the dimensionless conductance and concentration. The parameters
k3 and K, determine the absolute scaling and A and B determine the shape of the
conductance vs. concentration curve.
The value of A (K2 /K,) can be estimated from the electrostatic energy calculation.
The dissociation constant for the binding of the first (K,) and the second (K2) ions
is equal to:
K, = exp (U + El); K2= exp (U + E2 - El), (5)
where U is the local free energy of interaction with the wall and E, and E2 are the
electrostatic energies (relative to the bulk solution) for a pore that contains one or two
ions. It has been assumed that since U is a local energy, it does not depend on the num-
TABLE I
CALCULATION OF K2/K, FROM ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY (ki)
Distance from El E2 K2
channelend (I ion) (2 ions) (E2 - 2E0) (Eq. 6)
(A)
0 1.361 3.313 0.591 1.806
1 2.03 5.02 0.96 2.61
2 2.79 7.059 1.48 4.39
3 3.525 9.193 2.14 8.52
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FIGURE 2 Normalized channel conductance (Eq. 4) for B varying from 0.5 to 6 and A varying
from 2 to 8.
ber of ions in the pore. The ratio of the dissociation constants is:
2 K - exp (E?); E? =- - 2Ej. (6)
The values of E, and £2 determined by the procedure described in the first paper are
listed in Table I as a function of the distance of the well from the end of the channel.
The value of the interaction energy (E?) is listed in the third column, and the ratio of
the dissociation constants (A) is listed in the fourth column. It can be seen that the
minimum value ofA is about 2. Also, because it is unlikely that the well is more than
about 3 A into the channel (see below), the maximum value ofA is about 8.
Eq. 4 is plotted in Fig. 2 for this range of A and for B varying from 0.5-6. The gen-
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FIGuRE 2 (continued)
eral shape of the sodium and potassium conductance can be described by a number of
different combinations of A and B. However, the voltage dependence of the conduc-
tance (see below) indicates that B should be about 1. Varying B around 1, a satisfac-
tory fit was found for potassium (A = 2, B = 1) and sodium (A = 8, B = 2). From
the absolute values of the experimental data, one can determine the scaling factors k3
(and then k'I = Bk3) and K1 (and then k' =k-'/K1 and K2 = AK,). The constants
determined from these conductance measurements and from the other experimental
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FIGURE 3 Theoretical single channel conductance curves (solid lines) for potassium (A = 2,
B = 1), sodium (A = 8, B = 2), and experimental data (x, o) from Hladky (1974).
procedures are summarized in Table V. An independent test of the theory is provided
by the fact that the k' for potassium determined above (1.34 x 10-16 liters/s) is in
good agreement with the value determined directly by Andersen (1978) from the limit-
ing conductance at high applied voltages (1.5 x 10- 6). These theoretical conductance
curves are plotted in Fig. 3 along with the experimental data of Hladky (1974). Al-
though the theory provides a satisfactory fit to the general shape of the experimental
curves, it does miss some of the fine structure. In particular, the sodium curve does
not peak soon enough and the theoretical value of the ratio of the potassium to sodium
conductance in the limit of zero concentration is 1.9 compared with the experimental
value of about 2.5. Some of this discrepancy may be the result of experimental errors,
especially in the low concentration, low conductance range.
BI-IONIC POTENTIAL Myers and Haydon (1972) measured the membrane
potential (/T) when potassium (b) was on the left side of the membrane and an equal
concentration of sodium (c) was on the right side. The potential was related to a
permeability ratio by the Goldman equation:
exp(NT) = PC/Pb (7)
The system is described by the following state diagram when there are two different
ions present:
(II1) %,aP6te
Pb
~PO% Jcb
2
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The general solution for this diagram is very complicated and will not be attempted
here. However, as a first approximation it will be assumed that the net flux of ions
through Pbc and pcb is negligible. This assumption is reasonable because, first, Pbc
is small because P2 is small for sodium (K2/K, = 8) and Pbc should be intermediate
between P2for sodium and potassium. Secondly, even if Pbc were not small, the fluxes
in the two directions should be approximately equal. With this assumption, the flux of
b and c become coupled only through P0 and the solute flux for the case where [K], =
a, [K]2 = 0, [Na]1 = 0, [Na]2 = a can be written in the form (see Appendix, Eq.
I IA):
=_ | akIk3(ak2 + 2kc) e12 P (8
k-I'[ak2 + 2k-' + 2k3(eO12 + e-'P/2)]
where the plus is for the ion on the left side and the minus is for the ion on the right
side. The bi-ionic condition is:
Jb + Jc = 0 (9)
Substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 9:
= -
Xp k3Kc[l + (e /2 + e-4/2)k3/(k- I + 0.5ak2)] (10)b C kkKb[1 + (eO/2 + e-4/2)k3/(k- + O.5a k2)]
It can be seen that the permeability ratio (defined by Eq. 7) is voltage-dependent. If
the rate of leaving the channel end (k'-I) is fast compared with the rate of crossing the
membrane (k3) then the permeability ratio will be a constant, independent of concen-
tration. This is consistent with the result (see Appendix) that the permeability ratio de-
rived from the Nernst-Planck equation (assuming equilibrium at the ends) is inde-
pendent of concentration. This analysis implies that under rather general conditions,
a concentration dependence of the permeability ratio indicates some rate limitation at
the ends of the channel if the only interaction between ions is electrostatic. The perme-
ability ratio can be written in terms of the ratio in the limit of zero concentration
(Pb/Pc)o and the parameters A, B, and K1:
Pblpc p 1 + (e#/2 + e /2)/(I + 0.5a/KcAc)B(PblPc)o 1 + (e#/2 + e- ,12)/B J
K + 1 + (e/12 + e-4"2)/Bb ]. (11)
L (e1/2 + e- '2)/(1 + 0.5a/KbAb)Bb
This ratio is listed in Table II as a function of concentration for the values of the
parameters used in Fig. 3 (Table V) and using the experimentally observed value of
i1 (1.4). The experimental results of Myers and Haydon (1972) are also listed, and it
can be seen that the agreement is good. The permeability ratio can only be fit by a very
limited range of values. For example, B for potassium must be less than about 2 and
the A for sodium must be several times larger than the A for potassium.
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TABLE II
PERMEABILITY RATIO FROM BI-IONIC POTENTIAL
FOR K+ AND Na+
(PK /pNa)/(PK /pNa)O
Concentration Experimental* Theoreticalt
(mo/li/ter)
lo-3 1.0 1
10-2 1.0 1.00
lo-,i1.0 1.02
1 1.13 1.17
3 1.32 1.38
5 - 1.51
10 - 1.65
Myers and Haydon, 1972.
tEq. 11.
It can be seen by comparing Eqs. 4 and 10 that, in the limit of zero concentration and
potential, the permeability ratio should equal the conductance ratio. This equality is a
general result and it should hold for a larger class of models than was assumed here
(Hille, 1975b). Thus, it is difficult to explain the experimental observation that the
limiting conductance ratio is 2.5 whereas the permeability ratio is 3.3 (Myers and
Haydon, 1972). Hladky et al. (1978) suggest that this inequality indicates that the
channel is multiply occupied with K+ and Na+ at the lowest concentrations for which
the ratio was measured (10 mM). However, this would be difficult to reconcile with
the conductance measurements of Eisenman et al. (1976) and would imply that the
gramicidin channel had a surprisingly high affinity for Na+ and K+. Hladky et al.
(1978) also point out that there may be errors in the absolute values of the con-
ductance at low activities and that this discrepancy may be due to experimental errors.
POTENTIAL DEPENDENCE OF THE CONDUCTANCE Hladky and Haydon (1972)
have shown that the sodium and potassium current vs. voltage plots have a compli-
cated concentration dependence: bending toward the voltage axis at low concentra-
tions and toward the current axis at high concentrations. Andersen (1978) has ex-
tended these measurements and determined the limiting conductance at high poten-
tials. The potential dependent part of the flux (Eq. 2) is (assuming Eq. 3):
I= eei+ e a*/AK) (12)
e012 + e-4,12 + B(I + a/AK,)'
At low concentrations, the shape of the I-V curve is determined entirely by B. As was
mentioned above, in order to fit the experimental I- V curves for sodium and potassium
at low concentrations, B should be about 1 or 2. Eq. 12 is plotted in Fig. 4 for the
parameters that were used for potassium (A = 2, B = 1, K, = 0.73 M). The abscissa
is labeled in units of 4' and the equivalent transmembrane potential (I = RT0/F).
Qualitatively, Eq. 12 has the correct potential dependence, bending toward the voltage
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FIGURE 4 Potassium current (I, Eq. 12) as a function of either the dimensionless potential dif-
ference (4,) or the absolute potential drop across the whole membrane (* - F*T/RT) for po-
tassium activity (c) varying from 0.1 to 15 M.
axis for concentrations less than about 5 M/liter, and bending toward the current axis
(for ' < 150 mV) for concentrations >5 M. Quantitatively, however, the agreement
between theory and experiment is not very good. The experimental curves are nearly
straight for concentrations of 0.5 and I M whereas the theoretical curves are still
curved. The discrepancy is more serious for sodium, which has the low concentrations
shape at nearly all concentrations, because of the large value of A needed to fit the
other data. This inability of the theory to explain the current-voltage curves at high
concentrations is probably due in part to the neglect of the potential dependence of
the exit and entrance steps. In addition, at high applied potentials, the voltage drop in
the bulk solutions becomes significant (Lauger, 1976), and this has also been neglected.
II. Maximum ofThree Ionsper Channel (Thallium)
THALLIUM CONDUCTANCE Measurements of the single channel conductance
as a function of thallium concentration show that the conductance can be described
by Michaelis-Menten type kinetics with two apparent binding sites (Eisenman et al.
1976). At low concentrations, the gramicidin channel has an apparently high affinity
(Km ~ 1 mM) and low maximum conductance (Vm ~ 2.2 pmho). At high concentra-
tions, the channel has a low affinity (Km % 80 mM) and high Vm (48 pmho).
In the low concentration range there should be at most two ions per channel so that
the experimental conductance data should be described by the same model (Eq. 4)
used for Na+ and K+, differing only in that the dissociation constants K, and K2 are
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much smaller. As was discussed above, even with the detailed data available for so-
dium and potassium, it was not possible to determine uniquely the theoretical con-
stants from the conductance data. The case is worse for thallium because what would
correspond to the high concentration portion of the conductance curve is obscured by
the low affinity component. Howelker, it will be shown that the thallium conductance is
probably diffusion limited and therefore the rate-limiting step is at the channel end
and, to a first approximation, k3 >> k-I (B << 1). With this approximation, Eq. 4
in the low concentration limit (a/K << 1 and A > 2) can be written as:
GO = 4 (F2/RT)ak-'/(a + K, /2). (13)
Fitting this equation to the low-concentration experimental data, one can determine
the values of K,, k-', and k':
K, = 2Km = 2mM
k- = 4(RT/F2)Vm = 2.36 x 10'8 mol/s
k' = k-1/K1 = 11.8 x 10- 16 liter/s. (14)
This value for k' can be compared with the diffusion limited value (kd) described by
Lauger (1976):
kd = 2irroD, (15)
where ro is the capture radius and D is the free diffusion coefficient. Assuming a value
of 1 A for ro and 10- cm2/s for D, one finds the kd = 6.3 x 1016 liters/s. Considering
the approximations involved, this is in good agreement with the experimental value of
k'. This agreement is strong support for thallium being diffusion limited because if
transport across the membrane (k3) were partially rate limiting, then it can be shown
from Eq. 4 that k' would have to be even larger, which is not likely because it is al-
ready at its theoretical maximum (diffusion-limited) value. Additional support for
this model is provided by the value of k' of 4 x 10-16 liters/s determined directly by
Andersen (1978) from the limiting conductance at high voltage.
The most interesting aspect of the thallium conductance is the fact that as the con-
centration is raised, the conductance does not level off or decrease, as predicted by
Eq. 2, but rises to a much higher value. This means that the increase in the bulk solu-
tion concentration must increase the rate of unbinding (k-') from the channel end,
which is the rate-limiting step at the lower concentration. The most likely mechanism
is the binding of a third ion in the channel. The general state diagram and kinetics for
this model are presented in the Appendix. To simplify the discussion, the low (pre-
sented above) and high concentration limit will be treated separately. The high con-
centration limit is defined by the fact that there are at least two ions per channel, and
the state diagram is described by:
(111) ________k k4
k-eA/2 ke-
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In the state PL a third ion (ion 3) binds at the left end, displacing the ion that was at
the left end (ion 2) a small distance into the channel, with ion I remaining bound at the
right end. The rate constants k4 and k-4 are the rate of binding and unbinding of the
third ion. The rate constant k5 is actually the result of several steps, involving the
unbinding of ion 1 and the movement of ion 2 across the membrane. As a first approxi-
mation, these two steps have been described by a single step. The flux in this limit is
equal to:
J = k5(PL3e"2 _ Pe#/2) (16)
It will be assumed that k5 << k-4 (see below). Solving for the state variables, the
conductance at high concentration (in limit of zero-applied voltage) becomes (Appen-
dix, Eq. 8A, k5 <<k-«):
GO = (F2/RT)ak5/(a + K3/2); K3 = k-4/k4. (17)
Fitting this equation to the high concentration experimental data one finds that:
K3 = 2Km = 160 mM
= 2(RT/F2)Vm
=
26 x 10's mol/s. (18)
If one examines the sequence of steps that are collectively represented by k5, it can be
shown that at very high concentrations, the rate of rebinding of ion I will become fast
relative to the crossing of the membrane by ion 2, and the conductance will fall. Be-
cause there are no experimental data at very high thallium concentrations, this has
not been considered further.
It is not surprising that the model can fit the conductance data because there are a
number of adjustable parameters. Two approaches will be used to provide additional
support for the model. An approach that will be considered in later sections is to test
whether the model and the rate constants determined from the conductance data can
fit the other experimental data. The approach that will be considered here is to see if
the model is compatible with the electrostatic energy calculations.
The first requirement of the model is that the dissociation constant for the third ion
should be about 160 mM. The ratio of the dissociation constant for the third ion (K3)
to that of the first ion (K,) can be obtained from Eq. 5 and a similar expression for K3:
K3 = exp(U + ET - E2); K3/KI = expE3; E3 = ET - E2 - El, (19)
where ET is the total energy (including the interaction with the anion, if present) of a
channel that contains three cations in some minimum energy configuration, E2 is the
energy with two cations 1 A from each end (Table I), and El is the energy of a channel
that contains one cation 1 A from the end (Table I). The energy ET is listed in Table
III as a function of the position in the pore of the central cation and the presence or
absence of an anion at the pore mouth. The interaction energy E3, when the anion is
absent (first row), is 11.63 kT, corresponding to a dissociation constant ratio of about
105 or to a value of K3 of about 200 M (as K, is about 2 mM). Obviously, the extra
energy required to put the third cation in the pore is much too large to explain the
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TABLE III
ELECTROSTATIC ENERGY DATA FOR THALLIUM MODEL
Position Energy K31K,
Anion Cation I Cation 2 Cation 3 Eanion ET E
Afrom left end kT
- 1 5 1 0 18.68 11.63 1.1xl05
-2 1 5 1 -3.34 11.14 4.09 60
-2 1 4 1 -3.44 10.72 3.67 40
-2 1 6 1 -3.24 11.59 4.54 94
-2 1 8 1 -3.07 12.36 5.31 202
-2 1 5 X0 -3.09 6.87
-2 1 8 Xc -2.82 7.31
-2 1 11 Xc -2.59 7.25
-2 1 15 Xc -2.30 6.40
-2 1 20 a) -1.98 3.95
-2 1 24 0c -1.75 0.68
experimentally observed K3 of 160 mM, and this calculation suggests that the proposed
three-ion mechanism is not tenable. However, this mechanism does become reasonable
if the effect of the counter ions is considered. When there are three cations in the
channel, with two of the cations close to one end, one would expect to find an anion
very close to the channel mouth. The presence of this anion significantly lowers the
energy required to place the third ion in the pore. The energy ET and E? when an
anion is placed in the bulk solution 2 A from the pore end is listed in Table III (rows
2-5). The energy E? is now reduced to about 4 kT, and the ratio K3/K1 to about 50
(depending on the exact position of ion 2). Thus, with the anion present, one would
predict from the electrostatic calculation that K3 should be about 100 mM (as K1 =
2 mM), consistent with the experimental value of 160 mM.
The second requirement of the thallium model is that the binding of the third ion at
one end increase the rate of unbinding of the ion at the other end (k-'). The rate of
unbinding can be approximated by:
k-' = vexp(-U* - E*), (20)
where U* is the difference in local free energy between the activated and the bound
state and E* is the difference in the electrostatic energy between the two states. As a
first approximation, E* will be approximated by the difference in total electrostatic
energy between the completely unbound and bound states. Thus, the rate of unbinding
for the case where there is one ion per pore (ky' ) or three ions per pore (k'1) is de-
scribed by:
k'= vexp(-U* + EJ), k-' = vexp(-U* - E2* + ET)- (21)
The ratio of the two constants is:
k3 /k- I = exp(ET - E* + El). (22)
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In this equation, E3 is the energy of the pore when cation 3 is at 1 A, cation 2 is at
about 5 A, cation 1 is at 24 A, and the anion is at 2 A (11. 14 kT, row 2, Table III); E2*
is the energy when cation 1 has left the pore and cations 3, 2, and the anion have not
moved (6.87 kT, row 6, Table III); and El is the energy when there is one cation in the
pore and the anion has left the pore mouth (2.03 kT, row 2, Table I). Substituting
these values into Eq. 22, one finds that k- ' is about 10 times larger than k,- i or about
24 x 10-18 mol/s. This value is close to the rate-limiting transport step at high thallium
concentrations of 26 x 10-18 (k5, Eq. 18) and suggests that the unbinding is also rate
limiting at the higher concentrations. This is also consistent with the above assump-
tion that k5 << k-4.
The third requirement of the thallium model is that after cation 1 unbinds and leaves
the pore, the movement of cation 2 across the membrane must be fast compared to the
movement when there is only one ion in the pore (k3). The pore energy (ET) as a func-
tion of the position of cation 2 (after cation 1 has left) is shown in the last six rows of
Table III. It can be seen that there is essentially no energy barrier to the movement of
cation 2 compared with a large barrier (Fig. 1) that influences k3 when there is only
one ion in the membrane. The calculation of the transport rate from the Nernst-Plank
equation (Appendix) indicates that removing the energy barrier should increase k3 by a
factor of at least 50, making the transport of ion 2 across the membrane fast com-
pared with the rate of unbinding of cation 1.
These calculations show that the assumptions of the thallium model are at least con-
sistent with the energy calculations. In addition, the results in Table III provide a
simple explanation for another experimental observation. Eisenman et al. (1976) noted
that at high thallium concentrations (>5 mM) the anion becomes permeable. This
would be predicted from Table III because when there are three thallium ions per chan-
nel, the energy of the anion at the channel mouth is about 3.4 kT, which means that
the anion concentration at the channel mouth is about 30 times its concentration in
the bulk solution. If, for example, the intrinsic anion channel conductance was only
1% of the cation conductance, the effective anion conductance would be 30%/0 at high
thallium concentrations when there were three thallium ions in each channel. Also,
because the thallium conductance at high concentrations depends on how close the
anion can get to the channel mouth, one would predict that the thallium conductance
should depend on the anion used.
BI-IONIC POTENTIAL BETWEEN THALLIUM AND POTASSIUM. Eisenman et al.
(1976) have measured the potential that results from asymmetric concentrations of
thallium and potassium. Their experimental results are summarized in Table IV. In
one set of experiments (Table IV, rows 1-3), equal concentrations of TICI were on the
two sides of the membrane and varying amounts ofKNO3 were added to one side; and,
in another set (rows 4-6), equal concentrations of KCI were on the two sides, and
TINO3 was added to one side. The permeability ratio was determined from the Gold-
man equation. There are two critical aspects of these results that must be explained
by the model. First, the permeability ratio is altered by thallium concentrations as
low as 1 mM and, second, the permeability ratio is relatively independent of the po-
tassium concentration.
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TABLE IV
PERMEABILITY RATIO FROM BI-IONIC POTENTIAL FOR Tl+ AND K+
Activity (mM)
Side I Side 2 PTI/PK
TI K TI K Experimental* Theoretical1
0.1 0 0.1 0.1-5 4.0 (4.0)
1.0 0 1.0 0.1-80 6.3 5.6
10 0 10 3-200 13 13.7
0.1 1-100 0 1- 100 3.8 (4.0)
1.0 1-100 0 1-100 4.5 4.8
10 10- 100 0 10- 100 7.0 10
*Eisenman et al., (1976).
tEqs. 26 and 29.
Inasmuch as the maximum concentration of thallium used in these studies (10 mM)
is much less than the dissociation constant for the third ion (160 mM), it will be as-
sumed that the contribution of the triply occupied channel is negligible. Thus the
state diagram (IH) is identical to that used for the potassium-sodium bi-ionic potential.
The diagram is considerably simplified now because the very high thallium affinity
means that the probability of going from Pab (a = thallium, b = potassium) to Pb is
much less than the probability of going from Pab to Pa. There is, in effect, a one-way
flux from Pb to Pa through Pab The kinetics have been analyzed in detail in the
Appendix, where it is shown that, to a good approximation, the coupling through Pab
can be neglected and one can use a set of equations for the flux and permeability ratio
that differ from those derived for sodium and potassium (Eqs. 8- 10) only because the
experimental arrangement of the concentrations was different. To simplify the analysis
it will be assumed that terms involving k2 or K2 for potassium can be neglected because
the maximum potassium concentration used was small compared to K2 (1,460 mM). It
will also be assumed that the thallium is diffusion limited and therefore k3 >> k-' for
thallium. Then, for the case where [Tl] I = [Tl]2 = a and [K1] = 0, [K2] = b, the potas-
sium flux is described by Eq. 8:
- bk'k3 e-412
= k-' + k3(e I2 + e-1/2) P (23)
The thallium flux is equal to (Appendix, Eq. 7A):
J ak k'(k-' + ak )(eOl2- e o2) . (24)k -'[ak2 + k3(e4/2 + e-4/2)]
From the bi-ionic condition (Eq. 9), one can solve for exp(4), which is in the form of
the Goldman equation, and the permeability ratio can be identified (see Eq. 10):
Pa _ [klk'(k-' + ak,) [k-' + k (e'/2 + e-*'2)1 (25)
Pb kbkbka ak' + k3(e4/2 + e-4,2)
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It can be seen that the permeability ratio is a function of it', whereas experimentally it
was found to be independent of 4/. However, for the range of i1 that occurred experi-
mentally, the maximum variation with potential would be <20%, probably too small
to be observed. In addition, it will be assumed that because the entrance step for the
first thallium ion (k') is diffusion limited, the entrance of the second thallium ion will
be nearly as fast and k2 = k'. Then, the permeability ratio can be written in the form
(zero potential limit):
Pa _ g(l + a/Ka)I g0
Pb g'(1 + aBa/2K1)
9= k3k1/(kb- + 2k3); Ba = k-'/k , (26)
where ga and gb are proportional to the specific conductance in the limit of zero con-
centration and potential. For the lowest thallium concentration (a) used in Table IV
(0.1 mM): Pa/Pb g9a/go = 4 (because Ka = 2 mM). Using this result, the theo-
retical value of Pa/Pb (Eq. 26) is listed in Table IV (rows 1-3), using the previously de-
termined value ofKa(2 mM) and a B of 0.30. There is good agreement between theory
and experiment. Because B = k- I/k3, a B of 0.3 means that k3 = 3.3 k- , and the as-
sumption that was made above that k- I is small compared to k3 is at least approxi-
mately satisfied.
Forthecasewhere[TI]I = a, [Tl]2 = 0, [K]1 = [K]2 = b, the potassium flux is
equal to (Appendix, Eq. 7A, assuming terms involving kb are negligible):
= bkbk (e"2- e PO2) (27)
k-I + k3(e#/2 + e-4,2)
The thallium flux is described by Eq. 8 (assuming ka >> k-;, and k = ka)
ak'k3(ak' + 2k;')e#/2
a ak;'k' + 2k;lk3(e#12 + e-*/2) P (28)
And the permeability ratio is (in the limit of zero potential):
a= ga(l + a/2Ka) (29)
Pb gb(1 + aB/4Ka)
This result for Pa/Pb is listed in Table IV (rows 4-6), using the previously determined
values of Ka(2 mM), B(0.3), and g°/g° (4). There is again good agreement between
theory and experiment.
As an independent check of the theory, the value of k I can be determined from the
experimental value ofg°/g8 (see Eq. 26) and the data determined previously for potas-
sium (Table V):
k' = 2(g/g2) kbkb/(kbI + 2kb) = (8/3) kI = 3.6 x jo- 16 liters/s. (30)
This value is close to that determined by Andersen (1978) from the limiting conduct-
ance (6 x 10-16 liters/s) and about one-third the value determined above from the
conductance data (1 1.8 x 10-16).
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TABLE V
SUMMARY OF CALCULATED VALUES OF CONSTANTS
Thallium Potassium Sodium
K1, mmniliter 2,* 2.5t 730 700
K2, mm/liter - 1,460 5,600
K3, mm/liter 160 - -
k', 10-16 liter/s 11.8,* 6.3,§411 3.6 1.34,* 1.511 1.0
k'-, I0' 8mol/s 2.36 98 70.
k3, 1-18 molls 7.87 (B = 0.3) 98 35
k5, 10-18 mol/s 26
Each entry corresponds to an independent estimate.
*Conductance data.
tInhibition of Na' conductance by Tl+.
Diffusion limited.
Limiting conductance at high voltage.
'Permeability ratio.
INHIBITION OF SODIUM CONDUCTANCE BY THALLIUM The observation of
Neher (1975) that low concentrations of thallium markedly inhibited the sodium con-
ductance provided the first, and still probably the strongest, indication that thallium
was different from the other cations. Neher measured the single channel conductance
with identical solutions of 2 mM thallium acetate plus varying amounts of sodium
acetate on both sides of the membrane. The state diagram is identical to diagram II
(which has a very complex general solution). For this case it can be greatly simplified
because the contribution of thallium to the total conductance is negligible, and there-
fore it can be assumed that thallium is at equilibrium. In addition, the state of two
sodium ions per channel can be neglected because K2 for sodium is very large (about
5 M). With these assumptions, the conductance in the zero potential limit is (Ap-
pendix, Eq. 22A):
G°= (F2 /RT) k3 c/K((1 + 2k3/k-1)(l + 2c/lK+ 2a/Ka+ 2ab/Kac + a2/KK2)(
where a is the thallium activity, c is the sodium activity, and Kac is the equilibrium
dissociation constant for the formation of a channel state that contains one thallium
ion and one sodium ion. Inasmuch as Kac should be intermediate between the K2 for
sodium and thallium, it should be relatively large, and this term can also be dropped.
The final expression for the conductance can then be written in the form:
Vm = c(F2I/RT) k3/(l + 2k3/k- l)
G ~ CKm = Kc/2c + Km + aKm/Ki K = Ka/(2 + a/Ka) (32)
where Ki is the competitive inhibition constant. If it is assumed that Ka is large com-
pared to 2 mM, then the Ki of 1.25 mM determined by Neher corresponds to a K, of
2.5 mM (Eq. 32), in good agreement with the value of 2 mM determined above from
the conductance data.
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DISCUSSION
The major assumption of the model is that the only interaction between ions is electro-
static. Because the channel is formed from only two gramicidin molecules, which must
span at least the hydrocarbon region, there will probably be some region of the channel
so small that a cation and a water molecule cannot pass each other. Suppose that the
well in Fig. 1 is located in this region. Then, for the ion to reach the well, it would have
to push the water molecules in the channel ahead of it. When a second ion entered the
other end, it would also have to push the water, which would in turn push the ion at
the other end out of the binding site. This effect would correspond to a very strong in-
teraction between the ions, making it impossible for two ions to be in the channel at the
same time. The most attractive feature of this effect is that it provides a simple ex-
planation for the apparent "high" and "low" affinity components for thallium. The
high affinity site would represent the binding of the first ion. As the concentration was
raised, the probability would increase that a second ion would enter from the other
end, displacing the first ion and increasing the conductance. A kinetic scheme can be
derived for this model that quantitatively explains the thallium conductance. The
major difficulty with this model is that it cannot explain (although almost every pos-
sible kinetic scheme was tried) the two major features of the potassium-thallium bi-
ionic potential data: the change in permeability ratio at a concentration of only 1 mM
and the fact that the permeability ratio is independent of the potassium concentration.
This emphasizes the importance of examining the bi-ionic data, which is much more
difficult to fit than the conductance data, which can be described by many alternative
models. The major argument in favor of the model described in this paper is that it
provides a simple physical quantitative explanation of the thallium-potassium and
sodium-potassium bi-ionic data.
As this strong interaction is not present, the ion must be able to bind to the channel
by exchanging with the water at the site and not by pushing the water ahead of it. This
implies that the binding sites must be close to the channel mouth. This is what would
be predicted from the shape of the electrostatic energy/ profile in the channel shown in
Fig. 1. Because of the steep rise in electrostatic energy it the channel end, the effective
minimum in the free energy should be close to the channel mouth even though there
may be sites deeper in the channel with a higher intrinsic affinity for the ion. If the
model is correct, the decrease in conductance at high concentrations observed for Ce+,
K+, and NH4+ is the result of the binding of the second ion, and the dissociation con-
stant for this binding can be determined from the shape of the conductance curve. For
example, the best fit for potassium was obtained for a ratio of K2/K1 of about 2, which
from the electrostatic energy calculations (Table I) corresponds to a binding position
right at the channel mouth. The sodium conductance does not decrease at high con-
centrations, indicating that the ratio of K2/K, is large (about 8) and that the binding
position is somewhat deeper into the channel (about 3 A, Table I). These values for
K2/KI are also consistent with the bi-ionic data for potassium and sodium. The con-
ductance data for Ce+ and NH4+ suggest that they have a binding position similar to
that of potassium.
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The observation of Neher (1975) that 2 mM thallium could competitively inhibit
the sodium conductance indicates that thallium must have a very high affinity in the
gramicidin channel. This is confirmed by the conductance measurements of Eisenman
et al. (1976). The problem then is to explain the increase in conductance seen with
concentrations in the molar range. The most probable explanation is that a third ion
binds to the channel at high concentrations, perturbing the binding of the other ions
and increasing the conductance. It is shown that this model is compatible with the
electrostatic energy calculations if the presence of an anion is included. The con-
ductance measurements of Eisenman et al. (1976) suggest that K+ (but not Na+ or
Rb+) also has a high affinity component. However, if the model presented in this
paper is correct, it becomes very difficult to explain other experimental results if
potassium has a high affinity component. For example, the thallium-potassium bi-
ionic permeability ratio should become a function of the potassium activity when it
reaches concentrations of the same magnitude as the dissociation constant of the high
affinity site. However, experimentally, the permeability ratio is independent of potas-
sium concentrations as high as 300 mM. Similarly, the potassium-sodium bi-ionic
potential should show a potassium dependence at much lower concentrations than is
observed experimentally if there were a high affinity site. Because the evidence for a
high affinity site is not compelling and the experiments are difficult (requiring single
channel measurements of very low conductance), it has been assumed in this paper that
potassium does not have a high affinity component.
The depth of the well in Fig. 1 can be estimated from the experimental values of the
dissociation constant (K). If it is assumed that the bulk solution is equivalent to an
ideal lattice gas in which each site is occupied by either an ion or a water molecule and
that when an ion is absorbed in the well it displaces a single water molecule, then
(Everett, 1964):
F = Inx x'/xLxC, (33)
where F is the free energy (kT) of the binding reaction (or the depth of the well) and
xL,xL, x , and xc are the equilibrium mole fractions of the ion (i) and water (w) in
the bulk solution (L) and at the channel binding site (c). When the ionic concentra-
tion is equal to the dissociation constant (K), the mole fractions of the ion and water
at the binding site are both equal to 1/2, so that:
F = In K/55. (34)
The dissociation constant for potassium and sodium (about 0.7 M) corresponds (Eq.
34) to a well depth of about 4.4 kT. This is about the same size as the energy barrier
between the wells and is consistent with the derived result that the rate of crossing the
energy barrier in the center of the membrane (k3) is approximately equal to the rate of
going from the well to the bulk solution (k-') for potassium and sodium. The dis-
sociation constant for thallium (0.002 M) corresponds to a well depth of about 10 kT,
much larger than the barrier in the center of the membrane. This is consistent with the
conclusion that the rate-limiting step at low thallium concentrations is the movement
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from the well to the bulk solution (k-'). Although Eq. 33 is a very rough approxima-
tion, this analysis shows that the model results are at least consistent with the free en-
ergy calculations.
Given the assumption that the only interaction is electrostatic, it becomes difficult
to avoid the conclusion that the channel kinetics should exhibit at least the general
features of the model presented here. Because of the shape of the electrostatic energy
profile, there will be wells at the channel ends, and because the interaction between the
wells is small, there will be at least doubly-occupied channels. The kinetics presented
here should describe the basic features of a multiply-occupied channel. To keep the
kinetics tractable and to limit the number of adjustable parameters, it has been as-
sumed that the entrance steps do not depend on the applied voltage. This assumption
is consistent with the conclusion that the wells are close to the channel mouth so that
the potential drop between the bulk solution and the well is small. However, there
should be some potential dependence, especially for sodium, which may be bound fur-
ther into the channel and at high potentials when there is a significant voltage drop in
the bulk solution (Lauger, 1976). It will probably become necessary to include this po-
tential dependence when more detailed experimental data are available. However, the
model presdented here does describe all of the general features observed for the
gramicidin channel and should provide at least a step toward a physical model of
ionic channels.
APPENDIX
Derivation ofKinetic Equations
The general state diagram for thallium is a combination of the low (I) and high (III) state
diagrams in the text:
/~~ l a ny~k k5e 4,2
Po k3e- /2 k3e*"2 P2
P3
(A I)
P0 P~~~~~~~~
(AI') P = P2 + P3 + P3
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Diagram AI' is identical to AI, but has been reduced to a simpler pattern. The solution to
the probability of being in the different states was obtained by the King-Altman procedure
(Segal, 1975):
DPL = aklk'k6[k6(a, + a2) + 2k-'] + 2k'k3k 6(a, + a2)e -0/2
DPR = a2k'k 6[k6(a, + a2) + 2k-'] + 2k'k3k 6(a, + a2)e012
DPO = k-'k6k 6(a, + a2) + 2k -6k3 k-'(ev/2 + e 4/2) + 2k-6(k
DP = aa2k'k6[2k-' + k6(a, + a2)] + k'k3k6[a 2e1/2
+ a~e-42 + aa2(e /2 + e-4,12)] (1A)
D = DPL + DPR + DPo + DP
k6= k2, k-6 = k 2
(k-4 + kVe -/2)(k 4 + k5e'412) + ak4[2k-' + k5(e-1/2 + e#/2)]
(k-4 + k5e"/12)(k-4 + k5eW1/2)
The solute flux (J) through the channel is described by:
DJ = k3[DPLe"/2 - DPRe-0/2] + k5[DP3e,12 _ DP3e-4,2]. (2A)
The states P3 and P3 can be related to the state P:
DJ= k3[DPLe#/2 - DPRe-12] + k5k4[k 4(ae"/2 - a2e-/12) + k5(a, - a] D.
a(k-4 + k5e0/2)(k 4 + k5e /12)
(3A)
Eqs. IA and 3A provide the complete general solution for the flux (or conductance) when there
is only one type of ion present.
CASE I: a, = a2 = a The flux can now be written in the simplified form:
D = 2[k-' + k3(e /2 + e /2) + ak6][k-'k 6 + 2ak'k 6 + a2k'k6] (4A)
DJ/(eW12 - e */2) = 2ak3k'k-6(k-' + ak6)
+ 2a3k5k4k-4k'k6[k-' + ak6 + k3(eO/2 + e -4/2)] (5A)
a(k-4 + k5e4/2)(k-4 + k5e-012)
Two different limits of Eq. 5A were used in the text. For sodium and potassium (and low con-
centrations of thallium), there is a maximum of two ions per (diagram I in text) channel, so
that the second term in Eq. 5A becomes negligible relative to the first and ak4/k ' << 1, so
that k6 = k2 and k6 = k2. In this limit Eq. 5A reduces to:
DJI(e /2 - e +/2) = 2ak3k'k-2(k-' + ak2). (6A)
Eq. 4A for D is unchanged except that "6" is replaced by "2." In the bi-ionic potential case
it is useful to express J in terms of PO. This is done by solving DPo (Eq. IA) for D and then
substituting into Eq. 6A:
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= ak3k'(kA' + ak2)
k'1[ak2 + k-' + k3(e "/2 + e-4/2)]
For the other limit of Eq. 5A, the (thallium) concentration is so high that it can be assumed that
there are always at least two ions per channel (diagram III in text). In this case, the first term
in Eq. 5A becomes negligible relative to the second, ak6 >> k-' k-6 and the flux equation
reduces to:
ak5k4k-4
(k-4 + k5e-/2)(k-4 + k5e,'/2) + ak4[2k14 + k5(e-4/2 + e/2)] (
CASE II: a, = a, a2 = 0 For this case the solution is needed only for the low concen-
tration limit:
DJ = ak'k-2k3(2k-' + ak2)e'12 (9A)
DPo a=-klck2k-2 + 2k-2k3k-'(e#/2 + e-4/2) + 2k-2(k-')2. (lOA)
The solute flux as a function of PO is then obtained by solving Eq. lOA for D and substituting
into Eq. 9A:
- ak'k3(2k-' + ak2)ei'12 Po 1A
k-'[ak2 + 2k'- + 2k3(e412 + eI/2) °(IA)
Bi-lONIc POTENTIAL BETWEEN POTASSIUM AND THALUUM When both potassium and
thallium are present, the state is described by diagram II of the text. As discussed in the text,
because of the high thallium affinity, there is nearly a one-way flux from potassium to thallium
through Pab or Pbg. In addition, the potassium concentration is low enough that the state with
two potassium ions per channel can be neglected. Finally, only the case when a, = a2 =
a and b, = b, b2 = 0 will be considered (a = thallium activity, b = potassium activity). With
these assumptions, the potassium half of diagram II can be written as:
k7
~~pb k9
k7
k k8
k7 R
(All) (AII')
Diagram All' is identical to AII if the following identification is made:
p1 = pb + pb
k8 = bkl, k-8 = k-', k9 = ak7. (12A)
Solving for pb:
P = bik' + k3k8(-18 + k9)b=k'1 + k3(ei,12 + e-j/2) + k9Po. (13A)
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The potassium flux is described by:
J = bk'P0 - PbL(k-1 + ak7). (14A)
Substituting Eqs. 12A and 13A into Eq. 14A:
Jb = bkkeW PO. (15A)k' + ak7 + k3(e /2 + e-/2)
The constant k7, the rate that thallium binds to a pore that already contains a potassium
ion, is less than the rate of thallium binding to the empty channel (k). Because the maximum
thallium concentration used is 10 mM:
ak7 < 0.01 k' = 12 x 10-18 mol/s <<k-« = 98 x 10-18. (16A)
Thus, the k7 term in Eq. 15A can be dropped:
bk 'k3e P/2
Jb= k + k3(e/2 +e/2) P0. (17A)
Eq. 17A is identical to the low concentration limit of the expression obtained above when only
a single ion was present (Eq. 1 A) and states Pab and Pba were absent.
The thallium half of diagram II is described by:
(AIiI) P0
This is identical to diagram I of the text except that k' PO is replaced by:
k'lPo = k'Po + k7P
k"Po = k'Po + k7Pb. (18A)
The magnitude of the extra factor that results from the presence of states Pab and Pba (k7 term)
can be estimated from Eqs. 13A, 16A, and the fact that k-' = k3 for potassium:
k7pb < k7pbL < k'Ppb - k'Pob/Kb. (19A)
Because Kb is about 700 mM whereas the maximum concentration of potassium (b) used is only
about 200 mM, the second term in Eq. 18A is small relative to the first. Thus one can neglect
the presence of the states Pab and Pba and assume that potassium and thallium are coupled only
through the state Po.
INHIBITION OF SODIUM CONDUCTANCE BY THALUUM Diagram II is now simplified
because the thallium flux is negligible so that it can be assumed that thallium is at equilibrium,
and also the state PI can be neglected because Kc is much larger than the sodium concentrations
used (a = thallium, c = sodium):
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(AIV)
where the double headed arrow indicates equilibrium. The probability of being in the different
thallium states is now:
= = aPO/Ka; Pa = a2PO/KaKa; Pac = Pca = acPo/Kac (20A)
The sodium flux is still described by Eq. 6A but now D has changed to (in the zero potential
limit):
D = DPc + DPc + DPo + 2DPaJ + 2DPac + DPa
= 2k-2k-'(k-' + 2k3)(1 + 2c/Kc + 2a/Ka + 2ac/Kac + a2/KK2 ) (21A)
By substituting Eq. 21A into Eq. 6A, the final expression for the sodium flux (which is very close
to the total flux) is obtained:
ck/K (22A)
(1 + 2k3/k ')(I + 2c/K' + 2a/Ka + 2ac/Kac + a2/KaKa)
Derivation ofKinetic Equationsfrom Nernst-Planck Equation
(Equilibrium at the Channel Ends)
It is assumed that the probability of finding an ion in the well is in equilibrium with the bulk
solution so that the state probabilities are given by (for the case where a, = a2 = a):
PL = PR = POa/K1, P2 = Poa2/KIK2
Po + 2PL + P2 = I PO = (1 + 2a/K, + a2/KK2)-'. (23A)
The solute flux can be derived from the Nernst-Planck equation following the procedure used
in the first paper (Levitt, 1978):
J =
-D[PmR exp (lVmR + EmR + UmR) - PmL exp (1'mL + EmL + UmL)]I
oX2
f exp (4 + E + U)dx, (24A)
xIl
where D is the diffusion coefficient in the pore; PmL and PmR are the probabilities of finding an
ion in the left or right well (regardless of whether the opposite well is occupied); V, E, and
U are the electrical potential, the total electrostatic energy, and local free energy when the
ion is in the well (subscript mR or mL) or at position x (no subscript). The integration
goes from the left well (x, ) to the right well (x2). The energy E is a function of concentration
because it is the total energy and therefore depends on the number of ions in the channel, which
depends on the bulk concentration. Eq. 24A is of the same form as Eq. 1, and the rate constant
for crossing the membrane (k3) can be identified (in the limit i/ << 1):
k3(a) = Dlf Pmdx/P(x); Pm/PX = exp (E + U - Em - Um), (25A)
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where k3 has been expressed in terms of the ratio of the equilibrium probability of finding an
ion at x (P(x)) relative to that of finding it in the well (Pm). In a multiply occupied channel, E,
and therefore k3, is a function of concentration. P(x) is equal to the sum of the probability of
having a channel that contains just one ion located at x (P,) plus a channel that contains
two ions, one at x and the other either in the left (W2L) or right (P2R) well:
P(x) = PI(X) + P2L(X) + PLR(x) = P1(x)[1 + a/K2(x) + a/K2(d - x)]
Pm = Plm(l + a/K2); PI(x) = Plm exp [Ulm + Elm - U,(x) - E,(x)], (26A)
where K2(x) and K2 are the dissociation constants for the reaction of an ion going from the well
to the bulk solution when there is another ion at x or in the opposite well, respectively; d is
the pore length and the subscript "I" indicates the case when there is just one ion in the pore.
By substituting Eq. 26A into Eq. 25A, the general expression for k3 is obtained:
oX2
k3(a) = D[(1 + a/K2) f
xI
exp (Ulm + Elm - U,(x) - E,(x))/(1 + a/K2(x) + a/K2(d - x))]'l (27A)
The integral is dominated by values at the peak of barrier (x = d/2) and from the electrostatic
energy calculations it can be shown that a/K2(d/2) << 1 (for most concentrations) and
therefore k3 can be approximated by:
k3(a) - k3(0)/(l + a/K2). (28A)
where k3(O) is the rate of crossing the membrane if there is at most one ion per channel.
Also, from Eq. 23A:
PmL = PmR = PL + P2 = (a/K1)(l + a/K2)/(1 + 2a/K, + a2/KIK2). (29A)
The final expression for the solute flux (Eqs. 1, 28A, and 29A) is:.
J10 = k3(0)(a/K1)/(1 + 2a/K1 + a2/KIK2). (30A)
The result derived in the text (see Eq. 4) reduces to Eq. 30A if the rate of leaving the channel
(k-') is much larger than the rate of crossing the membrane (k3). This is equivalent to the as-
sumption of equilibrium at the ends.
The permeability ratio for the case where aI = a, a2 = 0, b, = 0, and b2 = b can be deter-
mined from the solute flux equations when two different ions are present (see Eq. 24A):
Ja =DGPL exp (UML + EML)/f exp (st' + E' + Ua)dx
Jb = -DbPmR exp (UMR + EmR + 4d)/f exp (41 + Eb + U") dx. (31A)
The energy Ea or Eb is the total energy of a channel that contains an a or b ion at position x
and may or may not contain another ion ending (of either type) in one of the wells, depending
on the concentration in the bulk solution. Because there is equilibrium at the ends:
'PL exp (U~ML + Ea L) = a; PmR exp (UmR + EbmR) = b. (32A)
The integral is dominated by values in the, center of the membrane where U should be nearly
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constant (U(d/2)) so that J. (orJb.) can be written as:
Ja = aDa exp (-Ua(d/2))/f exp (s1 + Ea), (33A)
The expression for /d iS then obtained from Eqs. 31A-33A and the bi-ionic condition (Eq. 9):
exp (0td) = Pal Pb = Daexp ( Ua(d/2))/J exp (" + E) (34A)
Db exp (-Ub,(d/2))/f exp (#1 + Ea)
Because the electrostatic energy depends only on the charge of the ion Ea(x) = Eb(x) and:
Pap = Da exp (Ua(d/2)) 3A
Db expP(- U(d1/2)) (35A)
Because it has been assumed that all the interaction between ions is electrostatic, the local po-
tential U is not a function of the number of ions in the channel and therefore the permeability
ratio is a constant, independent of concentration.
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